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Christie:
Polly:

Polly, mmm-hmm.

Christie:
Polly:

This is an interview with Polly Brown.

Um, is that your full name?

Polly Ann.

Christie:

Polly Ann.

Polly: I-, I'd, I'd rather just use, usually, I just sign it Polly
A. Brown. But um, uh, first of all, what I want to say was I was,
uh, very thankful to get the job at Owens. But uh, 'cause I was uh,
a single parent at the time. I had, I was getting a divorce, and I
had a baby. So, and I was less than 21 years old. And I had a
little boy that was like uh, 10 months old when I went to work
there. And um, back then, discrimination was really bad. It was bad
against uh, women, very bad against women. Uh, I was listening to
some things my husband said. Of course, that's a man's view point
of it also. (Right.) You know. And uh, course, I wasn't married to
this husband when I went to work at Owens 'cause I went there, I
actually was hired exactly 40 years to the day it closed.
Christie:

Wow.

MAN INTERRUPTS:
SOMETHING?

Christie:

YOU LIKE TO HAVE SOMETHING TO DRINK,

A COKE OR

A glass of water would be fine.

Polly: And uh, but I retired the first of last June, so I had over
39 years seniority. But um, I remember um, see, my generation of
women got caught in the middle of uh, women's rights, women not
having any rights. See, when I was a little girl, we were taught
that it was a man's world. [laugh] Women didn't have any rights. So
when I grew up and went to work at Owens, then it was kindly that's
the way it's supposed to be. But yet, I got caught in the
generation that working mothers started working. (Right.) So I was
kindly like, I used to kind of laugh and say it this way, "When I
was the youngest girl at the fact-, youngest person at the factory,
I had to sweep, and then when I got to be the oldest one, I had to
sweep." [laugh] It reversed it. So I kindly felt like that's what
happened with my generation because see, uh, our par-, our par-,
mothers didn't work out. In fact, our mothers didn't drive cars and
stuff like that. But, so then we just believed it really was a
man's world. And that's really the way it was at Owens too. It, uh,
we were hired in selecting. That was where we selected and packed
the bottles.
Christie:
Polly:

That's where all the women were?

Well, some of them worked in the balcony. That's where they
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would put the cartons together and send them down to us. And then
they would work uh, some of them worked in corrugated department
which made the cartons. Now see, we wasn't allowed to have these
other jobs. In fact, we weren't allowed to have these other jobs
'til the early '60s, and that was through a lawsuit. One of the
women, or some of the women, had decided, Hey, this isn't fair. And
so they had a, they had a lawsuit against Owens for not letting us
have these other jobs. They wouldn't let us have them.
Christie:
Polly:

So the lawsuit changed .. .

It took a lawsuit in the, .. .

IN BACKGROUND: SCRAPING NOISE
Polly:
... in the early '60s, I can't remember, maybe '63 or '64,
I think it was around '64, something like that. There was a lawsuit
to let us have these jobs because, and the work that we did was
very hard. It was very hard. And then when it came to time uh, now
men didn't work on the lahrs. And that's what our job was called
working on the lahr. L-A-H-R. Lahr, and uh, that's where we picked
the bottles up off of the lahr. It was a con-, like a big conveyor
thing and you pick the bottles up. Now the men didn't work on
there. But that was a job that kept you right on the job. You
couldn't leave it unless someone else took your place. And these
oth-, these other jobs, I mean, it was just like we accepted that
because we knew, we, we didn't know any better. (Right.) We just
like that's the way life is and, and we took it. And uh, I remember
like when I was hired there, we had two locals for the same
department. One was men, one was women. We had a woman that hired
the women and men,
a man that hired the men.
And uh,
discrimination, I remember my baby was um, I went down in September
of '53 and my baby was like eight or nine months old, and she
wouldn't hire me because said my baby was under a year old and she
wouldn't hire me. She said uh, "We take our own girls back when
their babies are younger, but," said, "I don't want to hire any
with a baby less than a year old because they miss too much work."
She said, "I'll keep your, your name in mind and your application,
and I'll call you the next time I hire."
Christie:

So when did you get hired?

Polly:
So, so then the, between Christmas and New Year's then of
'53, which was a few months later, but that put a lot of girls
ahead of me that I would have had more time, you know. (Right.) And
she called me and asked me how old my baby was. And that was uh, I
went to work the fourth of January 1954, and my baby was a year old
in February of '54. And uh, another, uh, part that I remember when
I went there discrimination was, we had to have uh, a physical. Had
to take a physical. You had to weigh, you couldn't be too short,
and they wanted you weighed uh, uh, within a certain range. They
didn't want you to be, I mean, real short girls they wouldn't
3

hardly hire them. They said they couldn't reach the things they had
to pack. And they would hire you if you had two years high school.
You didn't have to have, be a high school graduate. You had to have
two years of high school. And really you didn't need any high
school to do the work if you was gonna work on the lahrs 'cause you
just needed good common sense. (Mmm-hmm.) [laugh] But uh, but I
remember when I was taking my physical, I was near-sighted and I
wore glasses and I had 20/20 vision with the glasses on I had
20/20. And this doctor when I, when I went for my physical, he was,
uh, the factory doctor, and his name was Dr. Daniels, the old Dr.
Daniels. He still has sons that's doctors now. And he was crippled.
The old Dr. Daniels was crippled. He walked like he was gonna fall
forward. And uh, I was desperate. I was desperate for a job. Here
I had this baby and, and getting a divorce. And it really meant
whether I was gonna keep my baby. I mean, that's really what it
meant to me. And so, I passed my physical weight-wise and heighthwise and health-wise, but when it got to my eyes, he told the nurse
to check my eyes without my glasses. And I said, "But I can't see
without my glasses." And he said, "Check her eyes without her
glasses." And so naturally, I couldn't pass the eye exam without my
glasses. So he wasn't gonna hire me. He said, "Little girl, I'd be
doing you more harm than good to let you go in there with eyes as
bad as yours." Well, I'd already had kindly a rough time, you know,
having a baby and getting a divorce. And so, my reaction got me my
job because I said to him, "What if you'd, they'd tell you you
couldn't be a doctor 'cause you don't walk straight like I do?" And
he said, "I never thought of that." He said to the nurse, he said,
"Never check her eyes without her glasses again."
Christie:
Polly:

All right.

And that, and I stayed with them almost 40 years.

Christie:

That's great.

Polly:
So, uh, so there, there was, there was, and there was
discrimination uh, not only against women, but against blacks. I
remember they didn't hire any black people until '64, and that was
men, they hired some men first, hired them in shipping and
corrugated, and I ...
Christie:

They hired them in certain departments?

Polly: Uh-huh. Men. And uh, then in '6-, I think it was '66 when
they hired the first uh, black, uh, girls. And that was for the
selecting which that's the de-, department I worked in was
selecting. That, um, Owens, uh, we made a living for Owens. I mean,
through Owens, and, and uh, I really hated to see it go down. I, it
hurt me real bad 'cause I only been retired four months when they
got their 90-day notice. And it was kind of like uh, I wasn't
retired. It was kind of like I was on vacation. And uh, I really,
I really hate it because I had a lot of friends that didn't get
4

their pension because of age and number of years because see, if
you had 30 years, you was 55 years old, you could get your pension.
Or if you had 30 years seniority and the factory went down, you
could get it even if you was 48. ( I see. ) If you had 30 years
seniority, you could get your pension. Forty-eight would have been
the old-, uh, the youngest you could have been 'cause you was
supposed to have been 18 when there. And the other thing I remember
about going there, we worked shift work. We worked uh, three
different shifts. And uh, at the time, this was January of '54, we
had a curfew in Huntington. That unless you was 21, you couldn't be
out after midnight.
Christie:

For anyone? Or for women?

Polly:
For the whole city. (The whole city.) I mean, ever-, I
guess that was boys and girls. I know it was for girls because they
uh, the cops sure brought me in if I [laugh] ... [inaudible] But
anyway, that was in January, and six weeks later, I would have been
21. And they wouldn't let me work the, I, I would have had to work
one week, one five-day week of midnight shift. That was uh, 11 to
7. And I couldn't work after midnight that week without going and
getting a permit, a working permit from the Board of Education, and
I'm one of the few women that remembers this. I remember this so
plain, I had, I went and got a, a working permit, and I was getting
a divorce, but I hadn't got a divorce. So I didn't live at home.
And I had to have somebody to sign it, so the man I was getting a
divorce from signed it.
Christie:

He had to sign your paper for you?

Polly: He had to s-, since I didn't have, didn't live with my mom
and dad, and I w-, and I was still married to this uh, guy, he had
to sign that paper for me. Now isn't that discrimination? [laugh]
(laugh)
Christie:
You're old enough to have a job, a child, and you're
married and getting divorced, but you can't be out on the streets
after midnight. (laugh)
Polly: After midnight, I had to get a permit in order to work that
one week. Before I was 21. See, I'd a been 21 before the second
midnight shift came around . But, any-, anyway that's some of, some
of the things that I remember. And another thing I remember about
discrimination, I, I thought I'd add this 'cause this has been
really on my mind. If a girl had two illegitimate children, they,
she was automatically fired.
Christie:

You're kidding?

Polly: Uh-uh. We ·had, and if, if we had a case, I remember real
well. If, the man that fathered both of them illegitimate children
did not get fired. The man was still there when the factory closed.
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He later married her. But she had two babies and wasn't married by
the same man. That's the man there. [laugh]
Christie: Well, how did, why did the factory keep, why did it keep
such close tabs on the personal lives like that?
Polly:
Well, that was, that was the way . it was back then. You
know, if, if you're past 60 years old like I am, the, that's the
way life was back then. And in fact, one time, they fired one girl
that was married. And she took off to have a baby, and you, you had
to take off when you was six months 'cause see, I had my daughter
after I went to work there. My daughter was born in '57. October of
'57, and I went there January of '54. If you had, this, this girl
had had one baby, she was married. And by the time she come back
from her pregnancy leave, like three months later, she was pregnant
again. Even though she was married, they still fired her.
Christie:

And there was no law against this (mmm-mmm) at the time?

Polly:
Mmm-mmm. Uh, no. No they, uh, I mean, that was
discrimination. But well, so, so much for that because um, I, I
wanted get on to some other things I had.
Christie: Well, can I ask you one quick question? (Uh- huh) Both
the women and the blacks, what about pay scale? Was that a problem
too? Did you feel you didn't have the same opportunities to get
promoted?
Polly: Well, gosh! You, you wasn't allowed these other jobs. The
jobs like uh, my husband was talking about lahr tenant and stuff
like that, well, see, we were only allowed to do certain jobs. And
in fact, the reason we had this first lawsuit, and that was back
in, um, '60s, early '60s, was because like if uh, there was a, a
lahr tenant's job open and they were laying off people, and I had
more seniority say, I wasn't married to my husband then, but I had
more seniority than my husband, but if I had more seniority than
this man that was lahr tenant, they would lay me off and keep him.
So in 19-, 19 and 80, around 1986, we had another lawsuit that made
them give us back our seniority if any guy went around us during
the '50s.
Christie:

And that, did that happen to you a lot?

Polly: Ye-, well, well, I got back ov-, I got back over a year of
seniority. And this was in the '80s. I, I got that back for
retirement, I mean, completely my, the seniority because they had,
they had found out not just me, but a lot of people did. A lot of
women did. Because what happened was when they laid me off and kept
this guy here that was younger than me, they had to go back and
check all your records and find out if some man went around you. If
he went around you, then you got back that time. And that was only
in the, in the '80s that we got that back. And that was through
6

another lawsuit. So ...
Christie: Do you remember the names of either of the lawsuits? Was
there like a ... Did they call it something?
Polly:
Um, well, I guess they just call it women's rights.
don't, I don't remember. I ...
Christie:

I

Oh. I just wondered ...

Polly: I would just say it was wo- , women's rights probably. You
know. But um, but then I'll tell you some of the good things too.
Um, the oh! I was trying to think about how much I made when I
first went there. I was trying to find uh, some check stubs, and I
did find some that's dated back in the '60s. '66, I thought you
might want those 'cause it's, you know. Um, I got more than one.
But I can't remember, but I know that we made less than a dollar an
hour when I went there in the '50s. And when I left, I made, when
I left in '93, I was making 11-something an hour. I can't remember
exactly, but it was 11-something an hour.
Christie: And what did they decide how much people started at? Did
everyone start at the same ... ?
Polly:
Well, it all depended on your job title. If you wa-, we
were called selectors. The ones that worked on the lahrs was called
selectors. We was actually selector-packer. We would take this
bottle, or this bottle, and we, and back then, uh, we made a lot of
um, Avon. We used to have, as my, I heard my husband telling you,
we had like uh, 31 different machines. In other words, we could
make 31 different jobs at one time. And we had like um, we had five
tanks when I went there, and, and as he said, uh, 31 lahrs, and
when he left he saiq they had 10 lahrs. When I left last year, they
had six lahrs and one of them was idle. So they actually had five
lahrs running when I left. Uh, it first started breaking down in
1980. 1980 is when we had our big layoff. It was really a big
layoff, and they ...
Christie:

About how many people?

Polly:
... Oh, uh, well, uh, probably a couple of hundred anyway
because uh, or more, because it was, we had five machi-, five tanks
and two of them went down. So it, it laid off uh, a lot of people.
And some of them finally got back after close to five years, they
came back. Uh, over the years, they kept uh, lengthen you recall
rights, your recall rights, you kno·w, progress uh, comes along, you
know. And they kept like, I can remember when I went there, your
recall rights was like 90 days. If you got laid off, uh, no your
recall rights was a year. But your seniority didn't go on that
long. Your seniority went on about 60 to 90 days, but your recall
rights went on for one year. 'Cause I remember, I was laid off a
lot too. When I first went there, I was laid off, I remember
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exactly how many times. From '54 to '5- um, 8, I was laid off eight
times.
Christie:

Did you lose senority for all that time?

Polly:
Uh-huh. I would lose senior-, that's why when they gave
this seniority back to me from laying me off, see, I had went there
January 4th of '54 is the day I started to work. Well, my seniority
had moved to April of '55. So then when we had the lawsuit in '86,
it moved my seniority back then until March of '54. So I actually
ended up losing two months. Uh, almost three months at the end.
Before that though, I had lost a year and something. But uh, 'cause
one time, I was laid off exactly 11 months right to the day in one
of my layoffs. And uh, uh, the reason I remember it so well, and I
want to tell you about another discrimination. Uh, this wasn't
through Owens. This was through the government. Um, when I went, my
daughter was born October '57. Well, you were allowed to take as
much as six months off, but most girls would come back in three
months. When my three months was up, and I was going to return to
work, I was laid off. I was in a laid-off group. Well, back then,
you could not draw unemployment if you ... Now if you're off to have
a baby, you draw, you can draw unemployment. You couldn't draw
unemployment then. And on top of that, they called me, you had to
go back to work, work 30 days before you was eligible to draw
unemployment.
Christie:

So you were caught in the middle.

Polly: Yeah. So I went, they called me back and let me work about
18 days. They laid me off again. I still couldn't draw
unemployment. Even though I was released from the doctor, eligible
to go back to work and everything, I couldn't draw unemployment
until I had went back and worked 30 straight. So I, I, so I didn't
get to draw unemployment after, and that was the last time I was
laid off after '58. That's one reason I remember so well the last
time I was laid off. [laugh] So we've come a long way baby. [laugh]
Christie:
Polly:

Yeah.

So I thought you might be interested in knowing.

Christie:

Thy were really rough times ...

Polly: Yeah. Yes. No one, you know, that uh, and me and my husband
worked different shi-, me and uh, my uh, Donald, we, after we got
married, we both had, had been married before and had children.
Well, the my two children lived with me. I had custody. Well, his
come and lived like in the summer. Um, we worked different shifts,
so we could affordJ we couldn't afford a babysitter. And we worked
different shifts like uh, when he was coming into work, I was
always getting off from work. And at the time, my son was 10, and
the first two years we was married, we stayed on the same shift
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because we thought, you know, being married we should. But times
just got so hard keeping a babysitter that we couldn't do it. So
then I, we started working different shifts. We swung completely
different shifts and had different days off and everything. And we
did that for several years, and um, my son was 12 at the time, and
my daughter was seven the time we started working different shifts,
so that way we lived close. We lived a block above here and then
here's only two places from [inaudible]. And so uh, my son was 12
years old, and he was old enough to stay with the seven-year-old
long enough for us to change shifts like uh, say an hour. You know.
(Mmm-hmm) So, uh, we worked like that, and then that got up to, uh,
we was married in '63, so we started that in '65. And then I think
it was around '83 then, he started working day shift. And by that
time, the kids were, you know, grown. And he worked day shift for
a long time. And I worked swing shift. And then finally in um,
maybe it wasn't '83 that he, I don't think it was '83 'cause he was
working day shift. Well, anyway, he worked day shift for several
years. I can't remember what years it was now. Because in '83, I
started working straight day shift. I had gotten a job in what we
call re-sort, which we would um, go through ware that had been
tagged up.
Christie:

That was the last job that you had?

Polly: No, I had um, I had some jobs that we called back-up. If
you didn't have permanent, you could bid on perm-, uh, back-up
jobs. In the year of '91, I worked as a back-up crew leader in resort. I was a crew leader over the group that was in the re-sort.
And then in '92, and up until I retired in '93, I worked as an
auditor down in shipping.
Christie:

[inaudible] Okay .... [inaudible]

Polly:
And uh, the job was really hard, and that's one reason,
that's one reason that I went ahead and took my retirement. There
was rumors that the factory was going down when I retired. But the
plant manager kept trying to lead us to believe that we was going
to be the best six-machine factory that Owens had. And um, so that
if I had known for sure that they'd went out at the end of the
year, I probably would have stayed 'til the end of the year. But
that's uh, that's past, you know. That ...
Christie:

What was this auditor's job?

Polly: Well, auditor job is like uh, when the ware gets uh, gets
packed up, there's no such thing as a perfect bottle. And when the
ware would get packed up, there are certain defects on a bottle,
they're called defects. You had a whole list of defects, and there
are certain defects on a bottle that will not cause it to break or
the finish to come off. A bottle is, is, is named. Ea-, each part
of your bottle is named. This part of your bottle is called a
finish. (The top part.) This part is called a shoulder, just like
9

your body. This part is called the body. This part is called the
heel. (Mmm-hmm.) And, and then the bottom. But uh, you know, uh,
they have certain defects, you, that will not hurt the bott- , will
not make the bottle break or the splinish, or the finish split.
(Oh.) You know, you don't want, or chip, see, you don't want
nothing that's chipped and nothing that's split. And then you don't
want nothing that's cracked because when they put their product in
it, it would just pop open. So, they had certain, you know, they
would get bad ware packed up. Bad ware gets packed up, and it would
get sent, uh, a lotta times uh, a whole lotta times, to the
customer, and then the customer would have, complain about it and
send it back. (Huh.) And so we wou-, the auditors then would go
through the ware, we'd check so many cartons off and so many loads
just to see what they could find. And see, if all the ware was bad
or just part of it, you know, maybe that day's ware was bad. (Oh.)
Or that shift 1 s ware sometimes would be bad. I mean, it was really
uh, it could be a really interesting job. And um, and you know
what, I think it's great though that you can work 39 years at one
place. I don't care where it's at. If you work 39 years in one
place or 30 years in one place, that, I think that's great, you
know. That you have, that you really had a job that long.
Christie:
But you did feel like you eventually got more
opportunity ... (Yeah. Oh yes.) ... after the lawsuits came about?
Polly:
After the lawsuit in the '60s. After the lawsuit in the
'60s, women, but there for a long time, I didn't want to bid on
anything because I never was that healthy. I wasn't very strong,
and working shift work is really hard on people's health. And I
wasn't very strong so I was afraid if I would bid on jobs that were
heavy, then I would just have to be off from work. (I see.) So for
a long time, I wouldn't take that chance because I really couldn't
afford to be off, and I couldn't afford to be sick. But now we did
have good insurance while we were working. We really did. (Yeah.)
But when you retired, you don't have. The insurance is very bad
when you retire. That's the one thing that I definitely think that
we've been done wrong on is the insurance we get when we retire. I,
I really do. Well, um, I got you these bottles. When I heard my
husband tell you about KKR buying Owens out. (Right. ) That was
around ...
Christie:
said ...

But he had thought maybe you could expand

'cause you

Polly:
Well, I got you some material here. I, I got you some
material. This tells you, this tells you the date, this tells you
some dates. It has dates of, I think that one tells you when KKR
bought out, I think it tells when we merged with Brockway. (It
does.) So that's a, that's a good piece, that's a good piece of
history. And I also got, have this. Now it's not very plain, but
you know, before Owens owned that, Charles Boldt company owned
that. And uh, one of the guys in the office gave this to my
10

husband.
You
can
see
Charles
Boldt
there.
That's
all ... (Right.) ... you can see. And you can have that too. (Great.)
'Cause I, I think it would ... (Oh yeah.) ... be better in the, in, you
know, the library than it would be in my box.
Christie:
Yeah,
they' 11
huh.) ... doesn't get ...
Polly:
can see
company
believe

preserve

it

so

that

it. .. ( Uh-

'Cause you can tell how old it is. (laugh- Yeah.) And you
Charles Boldt. (Mmm-hmm) Now that's what the name of the
was back say like um, well, I think Owens started, I
it said 1913 or 14. (Right.) And uh, and then ...

Christie: Construction began in October of 1913. (Mmm-hmm.) And
then production in 1914. That's what your sheet says. (Mmm-hmm.)
Polly:

And then here's another paper I got for you, and a bottle.

Christie:

Okay. And this I can keep too?

Polly: Yes, you can keep that. You can have one with his name on
it, and one with my name on it. (laugh) Which one, what name does
that one have on it? It would be, well, it'd be our number.
(Christie: Oh, I don't know your number) My number was, my number
was 103-, that's his, 505, and mine was 1034. (Okay.) That was our
clock numbers. You can have one of each. And uh, here's um, here,
this was our open house. Here, here's a pamphlet on our open house.
We had, when we had our 75th open house, 75th anniversary ... open
house. See, after we merged uh, from two, we had the two locals in
selecting, man and woman, and it was 255 and 256, and we merged to
just, made it just 212. (Okay.) And uh, now the-, these two locals,
like one was um, mold shop or something and the other was the hot
end or the flow line they call it. But it was really where they
made the bottles. (Okay.) Okay. And this is the bottle that they
made for us. For our 75th, and I got an extra one of those, so you
can have that one also.
Christie:

Great. I think people will love to see these. (Mrnrn-hrnrn)

Polly: And here's you an, an Avon bottle in the amber. I wanted to
give you something in the amber, and I was gonna find you
sornething ... Oh. Here's you something in green ware.
IN BACKGROUND:

LOUD NOISE

Polly:
I, I did, I had more out there, but I didn't dig down that
far. (laugh) And I thought I didn't want to keep you as long as my
husband 'cause he told you what already. And this is urn, that's a
Avon bottle. (Wow. That's fancy.) Look at this little turtle. (Oh,
how beautiful. Is ~his Avon?) That's Avon, but we haven't made o-,
Avon, I'd say ... (Oh yeah.) ... that was probably in the '70s. That
was probably in the '70s. (These are beautiful bottles.) Now here
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is a, I, wan-, I wanted to show you this one. I'm gonna go ahead
and give it to you 'cause it does have the, my husband got this,
somebody gave him this cap for it. See, we didn't make the caps.
We'd send them the bottles, and they got the caps somewhere else.
But, urn, I, I wanted to show you this one for one reason, when they
changed from this color to this color, you know, to this color,
(Mrnrn-hrnrn.) it goes through a process. It, it starts out this color,
(clear) and, and if they were gonna change. But they say we're
gonna have a color change. We're gonna change the flint to green or
the flint to amber. Well, here this was changing right here. This
is one that was changing. That's why it's so light.
Christie:

Oh it was in the process of changing.

Polly:
It was in the process of changing ... ( I see. ) ... to the
amber. Uh-huh. (Huh.) And uh, and this is a flint.
And, and this
one I think, I picked this one up when it wasn't quite ready. See,
it wasn't, and then when they went to change it back, they had to
drain the color out of it. They, and it would run ... (Oh. And they'd
run it all over again.) it would run for like, I believe if I'm
correct, like three, it'd take like three days for a color change.
Christie:

Wow. I didn't know that was such a lengthy process.

Polly: Yes, and but what they did, they would just run it in the
cullit and re-melt the glass and they could use it again. See, they
couldn't use like this to make this. They couldn't use the amber to
make the flint, but they could always mix the flint in with the,
and make the amber. (Okay.) So, uh, and then finally, they got so
they separated their cullit. We was only allowed to put green ware
in a green cullit, and amber ware in amber in cullit. And flint
ware in flint cullit. (Okay.) We finally had the three different
cullits to put that in, you know. (Mrnrn-hrnrn.) And see, I saved you
this paper. Oh! We had a, we, we did a lotta charity stuff. We, we
really did. We, I got involved especially after I got the day shift
job because people worked shift work didn't have as much
opportunity. And you was too tired. [laugh] But anyway, we got a
day shift, after I got the day shift job, and we had a, a lot of
uh, lotta, lotta times we had uh, uh, different things. We had
different committees. We had this team called BIG Team. BIG meant
Buy In Glass. (Oh.) And we, the BIG Team would do a lot of charity
work, like we would help with urn, March of Dimes. We would help
with the Special Olympics. And then uh, I mean, just, just
different things that uh, I mean, we, we did a lot. Uh, we promoted
recycling. In fact, I was on T.V. uh, twice I think. (Really?) Uh,
working in front of the fire station up there, up town. Fire
station ... ( Mrnrn-hrnrn. ) ... and was interviewed. (Great. ) Uh, recycling,
and we was getting people to bring their stuff, you know, to the
fire station and everything. (Oh. How neat.) And the-, then uh, we
would them like uh, different little things, you know. Uh, to ad-,
to advertise, we gi - , we'd give them little things. And I had a
popcorn thing up there that I would pass them out popcorn. And
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different things when they brought it to us. But, uh, we did that.
We did, uh, quite a bit. Back in the '80s there, we were doing a
lot. We had a BIG Team and then we had a Energy Committee. And I
was on the Energy Committee. You could have that. (Oh. For
conservation of energy.) Uh-huh. And uh, we uh, of course, we
belonged to the United Way. (Right. ) We always helped with the
United Way. And this was the uh, oh, and one time, oh, and we was
in the fire parade. We made, we made our own float. We made a
float, and we was in the fire parade. (When was this?) Um, let's
see, what year was it we was in the fire parade? Uh, it was in the
'80s. It was in, it seemed like uh, seemed like it might have been
'88. Seemed like '88 or '89. We made a float. We made uh, a float,
and we made a glass house. We made a house out of some kind of uh,
stuff that looked like glass. And put our bottles in it. (Really?)
But yet we still advertised fire prevention, safety and, and had
our float in, in um, and our mascot was this, our mascot was an
owl. That was our mascot right there. (Oh yeah.) For ecology. So
we, we really did a lot of things. (Sure.) And um, we had to work
five shift schedule. (Oh. So you each had a shift schedule card?)
Had, we had a shift schedule card. This, we had uh, A, B, C, and D
because see, Owens wasn't, it runs 24 hours a day. Well, see, you'd
have a day shift 3-11 'til midnight, and then one shift would be
off. Say, A-shift was, say A-shift was on day, Bon 3-11, and C be
on 11 to 7, and D would be off. Well, when D-shift days off was up,
it was time for A-shift's. When A-shift's was up, it was time for
B-shift's. It took a mastermind to figure out a shift. Anyway, this
is a, a 1992, I think, uh, shift card that I had found. So you can
have that. (So that everyone could keep track of when they were
working.) Everbod-, uh-huh. And see, like that, you could keep
track of when every shift was working. Like if you had a friend on
one shift and I, I kept it glued inside my cabinet, stuck inside my
cabinet door, you know, to see what shift was working when. (I
see.) Because see, for the last almost 10 years, I worked straight
days. Well, I didn't need the shift card for that reason. (You had
so many friends there. After working there, they were all on shift
work.) A majority of them 'cause see, the group that I worked in in
re-sort only was about maybe uh, 20 people all together. That
included men and women. And 'cause later years, the men started
working on the lahrs. See, after we got this equal rights thing,
uh, then men had as much right to work on the lahrs t-, as we did.
(Right. ) So, actually in a way, uh, more young men got hired
because they could work on the lahrs. (Huh.) But uh, more of the
older women then got the other higher paying jobs, and some of
these higher paying jobs was hard, but they wasn't as confining as
uh, working on the lahrs. See, working on the lahr, you couldn't
leave without someone taking your place. (And you were on your feet
all day too, right?) And you stood up all day, stood and you stood.
Well, there was certain jobs though that you got to sit down to
select your ware . . Uh, say like I'd sit for 15 minutes and then
another person relieve me in say 15 minutes, and what we did, there
was a conveyor, and the bottle would go by you like this. And you
was looking for any defect that you thought would hurt that bottle.
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See, and you had to pull it. You could pick out up and throw it
out. Well, that would help the people up front not to get it up
front to put it in the carton. (Okay.) And so uh, as time, but you
know, when I first went there, we didn't have these single lines
where you could sit down. All of them were straight lahrs. We all
stood on our feet. Andi-, and it was very hard. I-, it was very
hard. It um, oh, this I have written on it, but I still want to
show it to you. One day, I accidentally wrote on my time card. I
didn't mean to, and I had to get me another one to fill out. But
this is the kind of time card we had. We had to ring in of the
morning, and then you had to ring out at the evening and you would
mark a number for the job that you were on. (Okay.) Now when I
first went there, uh, we had a card where you'd ring in, and then
you had to ring in every time you went on your break so they would
know for sure how long you stayed. [laugh] You know, you was
allowed, and you, we were allowed a 30-minute break, and then we
were allowed a 20-minute break. But a lotta times, if you was the
las-, but if you was on a lahr that had five people and you got a
30-minute break and you sent the fifth girl to go your break, you
didn't eat, get to eat 'til 11 :30 or 12 o'clock. 11 :30 if everybody
got back on time. Well, you couldn't always wait until then to get
an extra little room break, bathroom break I'll put it. We didn't
exactly call it that. We called it a ... [laugh] ... I don't know, I
won't say it. (laugh) But anyway, so later on then, they did let us
just ring in and out and mark our job, and they did not make us
ring uh, it, it was just on, on uh, your merit, you know, like I'm
willing to come back from my breaks so my uh, co-worker can have
her break (Right.) thing, you know. (Right.) It's like if you, if
each person, like if you had five people, and you knew that that
next person had to go and you would try to make it back, you know.
(Mmm-hmm.) And of course, if you had a little extra time, we all
kind of tried to divide it. So, so it was very uh, th-, things got
easier as time went on. I-, it really did.
Christie:
Well, it sounds like, uh, you all looked out for each
other a lot. Were you pretty close to the women you worked with?
Polly:
Oh, like sisters. We still are. It, it, that was uh, the
saddest thing about retiring was leaving my friends. And the
saddest thing, one of the saddest things I know I heard the other
girls that stayed until the factory closed was saying good-bye to
their friends. Now, I still keep in touch with a lot of my friends.
(That's good.) And uh, but uh, a lotta my friends see, didn't, are
having to, younger than me, so they're having to re-train for other
jobs because uh, you know, they didn't have enough seniority to
retire, and they wasn't old enough to retire. (Mmm-hmm.) So um, and
then one time, we had uh, Miss Kitty Dukakis and Gaston Caperton
visit in our factory.
Christie:
Polly:

Was-,
Well,

just to visit?
. that's

when

uh ... (Was
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there

an

event

going

on?) ... Yeah, before the election. (Oh, oh.) [laugh] (Hello. Sorry.)
Before he, before Caperton got in there the first time, in
fact, ... (I see.) ... I was invited to both of his uh, uh, balls that
he had. (Wow. Did you go?) No. (No.) No. (laugh-But just being
invited was ... an honor.) And I get Christ- , I get a Christmas card
every Christmas. (Really?) Mmm-hmm. I was working on the energy
committee when he came in. And um, uh, I was introduced to him and
I got to talking to him. And uh, I told him that I would help him,
voluntarily help him, uh, through the factory if he would try to
get more jobs in West Virginia. (laugh) [laugh] So my son wouldn't
have to move away. Well, my son moved away. [laugh]
Christie:

Uh-oh. He's the one that lives in Florida?

Polly: Well, my uh, daughter does too. But my son was working for
CSX. Now we had two sons that went to work at Owens back in uh,
'73. Both of them went to work uh, about the same time. And, and
that was uh, uh, his natural son and my natural son. And uh, his
uh, son stayed there until he was in a bad accident and was an
invalid. And uh, he was paralyzed. So that's when he had to quit
was, and he had been with them like seven years, I think. Now, my
son only stayed about a year and a half, and he was allergic to
carton dust so he couldn't make it on account of his allergies so
he had to quit. And he got a job with CSX and worked with them for
about 10 years and just like all over the place, the economy was
making people come in from other states and was dumping them off.
So my son was off more than he was on. So he moved to Florida also.
(Hmm.) But that was one thing that I was helped, helping the
governor for because I told him, I said, you walk up and down this
factory, I bet there's not one person that can't tell you that they
either have a son or a daughter or a niece or a nephew that had to
move out of Huntington or out of West Virginia in order to get a
job. I said, we've already got, we have another, he has another son
that lives North Carolina, so we already had two that lived in
other states, Florida and North Carolina. And then this one, he had
to move, he had to move to Florida too because ... But uh, oh, and as
I said, oh here's some, another little token I want to give you.
Uh, years ago, we had a really nice restaurant in the factory. (Did
you?) We would have hot meals, and we used uh, well, we would call
a meal book is what we would refer to them. But they was coupons
like this. That was a penny coupon. And I ·found two of those in my
box. And that's been years ago. (Huh. You used coupons to get your
lunch?) Uh-huh. What you do, you'd, you, when you wanted to buy a
meal book, you, they had cards, and you would sign this card and
they'd take it out of your paycheck. And I remember each, now, it's
been so long ago, each meal book was worth three dollars. Was three
dollars. Now you can't hardly buy one lunch for three dollars.
(laugh) And, and uh, like I could make it on uh, two or three. That
would be like six to nine dollars a week for your lunch. (Mmm-hmm.)
Most of the time I wouldn-, and then oh, another thing, I'd say I
didn't spend two in a week's time. When I first went there, we got
paid every two weeks. And then as the years went by, we got paid
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every week. So for years, this, this check stub, we was getting
paid every two weeks 'cause you see how many hours. The number of
hours we had. Well, this check stub here is an '89. And see, you
can tell the number of hours. That one I didn't have a full, I
didn't have a full week in. Here's, here's one for a full week.
This was in '89. We got paid every, every uh, (every week) week.
But there for uh, years and years, we got paid every two weeks.
And, but anyway, I found that meal ticket, and then um, we, we had
to wear gloves. We had to wear gloves. This is one kind of glove
that the ladies wore. And then we had some different kind, which I
don't have another pair to show you.
Christie:
Polly:

They're like white cotton? Are those cotton?

These are cotton. You can have those. And um, uh, ...

Christie:
And this is
handled them?

just be-,

were the bottles hot when you

Polly: The bottles were hot plus some jobs, they didn't want your
fingerprints on because when the cus-, if you would handle that a
lot, the s-, the label wouldn't stick as well. (Oh, I see.) So
they, but the ware was hot. It was hot. And then the other kind of
gloves had more of a gripper on them. Had, had a grip. And they
were called balcony gloves, so the girls could grip the carton to
staple it and everything. (Okay.) But we got so we worked in those
too. But we had to wear gloves. We had to wear earplugs, but there
for years, they didn't force us to wear earplugs and a lot of us
are hard of hearing. Most ... (Yourself included?) ... of us are hard
of hearing. (Do you, yourself included?) Yes. (Are you?) Mmm-hmm.
Mmm-hmm. Yeah, they was supposed to give us a hearing test. This
was one kind of earplug that we wore. And then th i s was another
kind. And these, these really haven't been used, so you can have
these too. (Huh.) That was another kind of earplug.
Christie: Yeah. I've noticed, I did get in there once, and it was
very, very loud. (Oh yes.) I don't know how people could have not
worn them.
Polly:
Well, I'll tell you what. I'll tell you what ruins your
hearing. After you' re there for a while, you don't, you don't
listen to it. See, you, you pay no attention to it. You learn to
talk louder and you don't pay any attention to it . And, but you out
of there for a while like you'd be on a vacation or something and
go back, you couldn't hardly stand it yourself until you had been
there a while. And the doctor said that's when you are losing your
hearing. When you get so that you don't pay any attention to it
anymore, then it's kind of like it's still, and what it does it
causes heart attacks. (Is that right?) The doctor told me one time,
it, 'cause I had made a remark that the men on the hot end, the
heat was causing them to have heart attacks. And he said not
necessarily. The noise was worse than the heat. He said the noise
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gets on the nerves, and the nerves causes the heart attacks. (Huh.)
And he said really we should wear them for our heart too, not just
our hearing but our heart. (Well, that's neat. I hadn't heard that
before.) Okay. This is one of our um, this is one of our union
badges. That's a union badge.
Christie:

Now you, did, you were pretty involved in the union.

Polly: Yes. He used to be factory committee man. (Right.) Uh, yes,
and I was one of these, I, I didn't hold no position in the union,
but I was one of these people that carried her contract book to
work with her. I mean, it was always a big joke if you wanted a big
laugh, if you wanted to know about something. The reason I carried
it, I carried a contract book 'cause have you ever seen it fail if
you start a conversation about something and you got six women, and
I'd say men also, six women .... .

END OF TAPE 6 SIDE 1

Christie:

.. . would say ...

Polly: Yes, that's like people discussing the Bible. You know, the
best way to agree is just loo-, look at it written down. So I
decided and then one thing that made me more conscious too was my
husband was a factory committee man there for uh, uh, I don't know
how long, and uh, that made me more conscious too of what the
contract said. (Right.) And uh, I was one of these people that
would almost fight you for a contract book if they didn't give me
one. [laugh] (laugh) 'Cause before I left there, we had gotten a
new contract, April of '93. April the 1st, and they hadn't gave me
a contract book. And I retired the first of June and I said I'm not
leaving here without a contract book 'cause I want to know what I
retired under. I wan-, I want proof of what that said when I
retired. [laugh] And they, he finally found one and gave it to me.
I said I'm not leaving until you give me one. But my husband did
make me conscious of the contract. He, he really did 'cause he was
involved in it and when he'd come home, he would tell me all these
things and it got me more involved. And um, so I, I carried the
contract book, and uh, really, see, 'cause working day shift, I
worked with all shifts. If A-shift was on day shift, I worked with
A-shift. If B- shift was on day shift, I was there with B- shift .
(Oh, I see.) See, ever what shift was on day shift I was with.
Christie: So you knew everyone in all the shifts? (Uh-huh.) Pretty
well, you had to work with all of them? (Uh-huh.)
Polly:

And so uh, really, it was just a big thing on, on most all
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the shifts. They'd say Polly's got her contract book. You know.
(laugh) But uh, anyway, I kept close. Now this seemed like when I
first went there, they gave us a badge that had a clock number.
You, you was really known by your clock number. [laugh] And
um ... (Well, that's not very encouraging.) [laugh] See, this was '62
and '6-. And finally, after that, they just gave us a card. In
place of wearing your uh, number on you, you could um, if, they
would do this sometimes and sometimes they wouldn't. When you
walked through the gates, you would show them your card. (Oh.
Okay.) See, that was the '62 ... (You didn't have to wear it after a
while?) No. (You just had to show it at the gate.) No. No. We had
uh, we had to show our card to get our paycheck there. Uh, we was
supposed to show our ID card to get our paycheck, and it had our
picture on it. (Okay.) It, we, we had, I still have my ID card, and
see, here's one of his. And I can't see, oh, the date was '70 to
'71. (I see.) And uh, here's one, '64, '65. That was mine. So you
can have those two cards if you find any use for those. And um,
well, I do want to tell you some of the good things too. Um, well,
the best thing was we had a job. That was the best thing, but Owens
used to be so good to their people about uh, activities. We used to
have a Christmas party for the children. Owens did. Owens paid for
it. If your child was under 12, you took it and it got to see Santa
Claus and it got a Christmas present. And you know, our children
really looked forward to it. And uh, they had a Camden Park day
every summer. (for the whole family.) Yeah. (For everyone's
family.) Uh-huh. Yes. And uh, an-, and then they cut that out, and
they cut the Christmas party out. And then the shifts would have,
each would have clubs, and then we'd have Christmas parties, and
Owens would help pay. And used to, we'd go to a lot of retirement
parties. Owens would retire, uh, pay for differ-, so much on each
person's retirement. You know, parties. (Dinners and stuff?) And
uh, then finally at the end there, they paid for us a cake. They
did give us a retirement cake. And uh, when you retired, you got a
plaque. And I don't think, my husband showed you the plaque. But
I'm gonna show them to you.
Christie:

You each got one when you retired?

Polly: When we retired, we each got one. And you notice on mine,
I retired in '93. Mine says, uh, Owens-Brockway. (Mmrn-hmrn.) Well,
my husband retired in '89, and his said Owens-Illinois (Illinois).
But really, we merged in bout '88. I think it's in that paper, but
they hadn't got everything set up 'cause see this was uh, I think
Owens had 14 factories, and Brockway had like 11, or something like
that. (Mmm-hmm) I think that information's in that paper I gave you
also. (Okay.) And didn't, did my husband give you this thing here.
Uh, ...
Christie:

Yeah. He was showing me the picture of the ...

Polly: Yeah. Well, you can have this one 'cause I have two. This
is um, I guess this is of the factory. And they took that when they
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had, he told you about the recycler.

(Right.) Okay.

Christie: He showed me the photos and all this information about
the (Mmm-hmm) recycling (Mmm-hmm. Yeah.) When they started that.
(Yeah.)
Polly:

Um ...

Christie:
Now see, you, you said it, uh, something about the
merger and I know your husband talked a little bit about how um,
things changed when there were different mergers. And I was just
wondering what you thought (Okay.) about how that affected your
job.
Polly: Well, I'll tell you. Um, you know, other states don't give
West Virginia people credit for having a lot of intelligence. You
know. (Unfortunately, there's a poor perception. ) Right. They
really do. And uh, in fact, one time, I visited California. My
daughter was out there, and I visited California. And I went in
this little shop, and me and this guy got talking and I mentioned
something about being from West Virginia, and he said, "Where's
that?" You know. I was so dumb-founded, I said to him, "When I went
to school, they taught me there was a California. Didn't they teach
you there was a West Virginia?" (laugh) And uh, then my daughter
has lived in Florida for like 15 years, and every time one of her,
I'm down there, one of her friends refers to me as being from
Virginia. And we have to keep correcting her that there is a West
Virginia. [laugh] (Yeah.) There is a Santa Claus. [laugh] (laugh)
So um, when we merged with Brockway, Owens was the dominant
company. And uh, but they, they didn't change a lotta our uh, like
my husband told you, foremen and things. But when we would need a
higher boss, seemed like we got Brockway' s because they start
shutting down factories. As soon as they, uh, merged, they started
shutting down because they said we can combine them and we won't
have to run as many factories. I guess that was partly the purpose
of doing it. (Okay. ) So they could combine the, some of the
factories, the jobs in some of the factories so they wouldn't (Oh,
I see.) have that many.
Christie:

A lotta people got laid off right away then after ...

Polly: Oh yes. Yes. It's the factory that went down. There's been
several went down, not just Huntington, but several since uh, we
merged, and really it was between us and Zanesville, Ohio when we
got shut down. And Zanesville was a Brockway. And uh, anyway, we
kept getting these bosses uh, from Brockway, and they were from
other states. Seemed like we got a lot of people from Texas, you
know. [laugh] (laugh) And they treated us sometimes like we didn't
know anything. On~ day I told one of them, I said, "I've been
here," at the time it must have been 38 years or 37 years. I said,
"I've been here for 37 years. You don't have to be smart to learn
something." I always told my children, you could be in a classroom
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when you was a child and you can't help but learn something. You'll
hear something anyway. I said, "I've been here for 30-some years.
I know that maybe I'm not the smartest person in the world, but I
know I've learned something." But they treated us like you don't
understand. You don't understand. Oh! Everybody was getting so
disgusted before that factory shut down. And that was the reason.
They were treating us uh, that, uh, they just did not accept us
very well, and when they would come in with the attitude like uh,
we didn't know what we were doing, and we was one of the biggest
factories had run for Owens for years and years and years. (Yeah.)
And like we didn't know what we were doing. And, and, and they did.
I mean, you know, we had, we just didn't have very good
communication. (Hmmm.) And I think uh, I think the economy had a
lot to do with Owens going down. But I also think management had a
lot to do with it also. And it was disheartening people. Uh, hey,
they, just uh, in the last part of February before I retired the
first of June, they took us to the office. In my little group, I
was back up in re-sort for that particular week. They took us to
the office said we were talking too much on the job. They took us
to the office. (laugh) That we were talking too much. I really like
to have a recording of what I said to her. Um, anyway, I told her
I could keep my mouth shut, but I, I, I used to give my 150
percent, but I wasn't gonna give them a hundred from then on. But
when you uh, [inaudible] back to the good part. (laugh) [laugh]
They used to have, they had service awards, and you got your first
one at 10 years. And then you would get one every five years. Well,
when you got up to 25 years, you could choose to take a watch. That
was the year that you got your watch or your clock. And that's my
husband's clock right there. (Oh, how pretty.) And I got a watch.
And here is uh, a list of some of the gifts (Oh.) that they would
give you for ... See there's the watches. (Oh.) And then ... (So you
could choose?) Now the, now the ones that had uh, 25 was the only
year that you could take the watch. Even if you had 30 and you
wanted another watch, you couldn't take it. (laugh) Twenty-five was
that year because you joined the quarter-century club. (I see.)
They had the quarter-century club. You joined that. But uh, uh,
other people got other gifts. But they didn't get, you know, the
same 'cause one year, I got a radio, a real nice radio. And one,
the last uh, year, my 35, I got this uh, barometer, uh, a great big
one. And uh, well, my husband got one for his 30, and he gave it to
my daughter in Florida. He got it for her. And that really pleased
her. And because that's all she ever knew. See, she was born after
I went to there. So that's all she ever knew was her mother worked
at Owens, and her, and, and her dad. (Mmm-hmm.) And uh, she was
five like when we got married. And then uh, when I got 35 years
then, I got one and gave it to my son. (laugh) So they both have,
have ... Oh, and it's great big, and they love it. (Oh. That's nice.)
And uh, um, he got the clock and um, I remember getting the radio.
I got a, I got a watch. I got a watch and a radio and a clock. I
can't remember. We, we got little bracelets and little necklaces
and different things like that, but we got ... An-, and they always
uh, had uh, a real nice dinner for you.
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Christie:
This is once a year they would do
everyone ... (once a year) ... who was getting an award?

it

for

Polly: Uh-huh. Once a year, they did it. And then, you know, if
you happened to be in that, and see, me and my husband got to go
twice there in five years because his year that he went wasn't the
same year that I went. (Oh. I see.) So we got to go two times every
five years. We got to go twice. (Oh, that was nice.) Because I went
once with him, he'd go with me 'cause his seniority and mine was
not the same. (Oh. That worked out well.) Uh-huh. So whoever had 10
years and 15 and 20, 25, 30 or how many ... It had to be a five-year
thing. But I remember this was before I got my seniority back. And
I got my 20 year in '75, and uh, they were doing it patriotic and
everything was red, white and blue. And I remember I bought a red
dress to wear. And I dressed in red, white and blue. And our
corsage was red, white and blue. But I remember that, I remember
tak-, having them take a picture of me going out the door. (laugh)
But anyway, off of that part. Oh, and another thing I wanted to
tell you. We had, we had, when we would pack a carton of ware, this
is especially years ago before they got conveyors, this is when
you're on a straight lahr, we called it a straight lahr. Everybody
had a stamper. (With their own number?) With their number on it.
You put that number on that carton that you packed. You had a
stamping pad right beside of you, and you would stamp that carton
with your number. And if they found bad ware with your number on
it, then you got told about it. (Huh.) And then later on, just not
too long before I retired, couple years before I retired, um, they
decided the girls in the re-sort means ... re-sort was like if the
people on the lahr pack ware, they had an inspector. If that
inspector found bad ware in their, in their ware, she'd put a tag
on it. She'd put a tag on it and then they would bring it down to
re-sort. And we re-sorted. In other words, we would throw out
whatever she told us on her ticket. Then they decided they wanted
us to look at the ware, and they gave us another stamp with our
name on it. (Oh.) [laugh] [inaudible] ... that certain jobs because
they was getting complaints and they wanted to, really they wanted
to ball you out, tell you the honest truth. They want the stampers,
they thought it would make you look harder. I guess, you know. And
so I told you about ...
Christie: Well, it must be easy to sometimes miss things though.
Especially when you're sitting there looking at it all day long.
Polly:

Yes, 'cause you have to look at the whole bottle. Well, ...

Christie: But I mean, you're doing that for eight hours in a row,
except for your little breaks. I mean, that must .. .
Polly: It wasn't ~n easy job. (It just seems like ... Yeah.) It was
not an easy job. ( ... that it would wear you out.) And uh, and then
you got to look from the top to the bottom. You just don't look at
one part of the bottle and uh, when uh, oh, right here, I wanted to
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show you. See that? Those were called blisters. (Oh.) I wanted to
call them bubbles. ( I was gonna say they look like bubbles. laugh)
It does. It is a bubble. But anyway, I couldn't get that clean. I
tried washing it. It's so old. But um, anyway, see, if this was on
a straight lahr, I didn't only look at the body, I had to pick it
up and start at the top. When I went there, they gave you 30 days
training. 30 days. Well then later on, they wasn't even giving the
young people that much. They expected us to train them when they
put them with us like ... (Oh.) ... um, they'd give them say a week and
then they'd put one with a couple of older girls and we was
expected to show them how to do it. You know, so they could cut
down on the training. But uh, you, you start at the top. You always
start, supposed to start when you're selecting a bottle, you start
at the top. You check the finish. This is called the neck. That's
the shoulder. This is the body. This is the, this is uh, the side,
and this is the edge. And that's the bottom, and that's the heel.
And that's called ... and you got a lotta ware that had uh, lahr
breaks in them.
Christie: So you had to pick each one up and check it one part at
a time? (Well ... ) And you looked with your eyes and your hands?
Polly: Well, um, you didn't pick just one up at a time. You picked
more than one up. (Oh, I see.) I remember when we used to make uh,
I had a little pack here.
BACKGROUND NOISE
Polly: When we used to make um, vanilla flavoring bottles, you had
to learn, and whiskey bottles, I, I do want to say this. And I
don't want to keep you too long. Um, at the end, before the factory
went down, about the only thing, I guess the only thing we had uh,
was beer and whiskey. And that was because we lived close to
Kentucky. (Right.) And we had beer and whiskey. But when I was
packing beer and whiskey bottles, to me, it was just a bottle. You
know, I didn't even really think too much what went out. You know,
we were referred, I know we talked about it. We even talked about
it by their names. You know, th-, this is Busch, this is uh,
whatever, you know ... (Uh-huh.) ... whatever company it was. We, we
referred to that as, as the names, you know. And then um, we were
making some wine. The green bottles. We were making some wine not
long before I retired. And uh, and a gallon jug. And that was about
the only jobs that we were making and that was because we lived
close to Kentucky. And that's what really kept the factory as long
as it did was the distilleries in Kentucky. Other than wearing
gloves and the hearing aids, we ended up having to wear hair nets
also. We had the regular hair net, and then we had these. So the
way most of us women would wear them, we'd put the regular little
hair net on our bangs, then we would put this here and then we
would put flowers or ribbons or anything (laugh) we could
find ... (to cover it up.) ... Wed-, design them. (To, yeah.) I'd take
two little um, um, clips and put there. Two little uh, real cute
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little uh, clips and put there. Then I'd put the net, really the
net, over this part of my hair. (laugh) Over my bangs and it didn't
look bad at all, you know. But I remem-, we always started doing
that in um, the hair nets, the beer company had gotten something
and I don't think it was hair at all because the glue from the
cartons sometimes would look a hair because it be in a little
string. (Oh.) And I, and a lotta times we thought glue was a hair
and it was glue. I don't think they really got a hair in the beer
bottles. I think they got glue and whoever found it thought it was
a hair. (Yeah.) And, and because it did look like hair, but it
wasn't. It was glue. But um, anyway, we start-, we just started
wearing those in April of '92. Here is uh, some uh, write-ups, and
I wished I had put the date exactly on it. This is the write-up
after Owens was closing. This was our bad news write-up. (Oh.)
Well, this one you know is October the second 'cause that's on
there. (Right.) Oh. Here's uh, one I marked October the fifth on
that. This is October the seventh. And this one is October the
first. They got their notice the 30th of September 'cause I marked
that down 'cause I had went in to visit them the day before. I'll
go over and have lunch with them ever so often when I left the
place. And, and this is, so if you'd like to have any, any of,
maybe that one since it's got Owens close. (Yeah.) Okay.
Christie:
I, I just don't
really ... (No.) ... want to keep.

want

to

take

anything

that

you

Polly:
No. I'm gonna give you that one. That, that says Owens is
closing, and that's really the only one that you need, I guess,
'cause i t ' l l have the, you know, the date up here is very
important. (Mmm-hmm.) Especially if you're gonna put it in that.
Christie:

Yeah, that's wonderful.

Polly:
You don't know how me and my husband searched around to
find all this stuff. (laugh) We had boxes out in the out-building,
and I went through drawers and I did everything. (Oh.) And ...
Christie: Well, I'm so glad you did. I didn't know you'd gone to
so much trouble, but ...
Polly: Well, uh, we had saw that in the paper, and we both really
did like the idea.
Christie: Yeah. I think it'll, i t ' l l really help people to see how
important the plant was to the community and to the people who
worked there.
Polly:
That's a, uh, license plate. Of course, it ain't uh, it
ain't exactly like the license plate. And then he-, this was our
uh, um, well, what do call, logo. (Oh. This is your logo?) Uh-huh.
Only the best comes in glass. And uh, did he give you a picture, a,
a paper where Huntington wha-, what Hu-, Owens did when they had
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the 1 37 flood? (No. Huh-uh. I didn't see this.) You can
have ... (What did they do?) Well, they uh, helped people mostly, I
think, with uh, drinking water and different things. You can have
that paper. (Wow.) I won't part my license plate.
Christie:
Polly:

So they helped out the whole community during the flood?

Oh yes.

Christie:

I didn't know that.

Polly: Oh and another thing about out service award, I meant to
tell you this, they would uh, after you had 25 years and up, they
would pay for you an 8 by 10 picture. They would send you and have
your picture mad~, and they would put it ... and then they would give
you a service award book, and it would have your picture in it.
(Wow.) Now this, I think this is the one that uh, let's see what
year, see it has the year on it. This is 1 75, so '75 I probably was
in the 20 year in 1 75. I was in the 20 year in 1 75. (Oh, I see.)
They gave me a book, but they didn't give me a picture. You didn't
get a picture until I had 25 years. You didn't get a picture taken
until you had 25. That's an old one. So you see, me and my husband
both got books. The first one I got was in 1 65. I had 10 years
seniority. See, I went in 1 54, but I had lost that year (Mmm-hmm.)
on account uh, (Right. Right.)
Christie:
Polly:

Now what did they ... but later you got it back and ...

I got, I got, I got all but ....

Christie:

So you had to re-adjust how many years you had?

Polly: Uh-huh. Uh-huh. So, used to, mine was real easy to remember
'cause I, mine was always like 1 65, 1 70, 1 75, 1 80, 1 85, but then in
1
9-, 1 89, I got my 35. (Right.) See, I just had to go four years
'cause I got back a year of seniority. (laugh) So this was a 1 85.
So this is my husband's. I just wanted to show you. I think this is
my husband's. It had to be. Well, his name's Brown ... [laugh] ... but,
maybe I just don't recognize him. Evidently, that wasn't his. It
must be mine then. It is. I didn't even recognize it myself. (Oh.
laugh) It's such an ugly picture, I didn't recognize it. My hair
was so short. (Oh, it's not an ugly picture.) But anyway, when you
had your 25 and up, they uh, they, they paid for you, they gave you
a picture. And uh, and a dinner and uh, so, so we had good times
too. (Yeah.) We, we really did. We had good times. And as I said,
the most important thing, we had a job. We had a job for that many
years, and that, everybody can't say that. (Yeah.) And I, I really
feel for the ones that lost their jobs. It really upset, it upset
me and my husband·both. And they all lost their jobs. (Mmm-hmm.)
And uh, I was trying to think if there was anything else I needed
to tell you. I jot down as many things as I could while I was
sitting there at the table. So I wouldn't ... so I guess that was
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about all with the information that I've gave you in all these
papers and things. (Yeah.) You can probably find out a, a whole
lot ... (laugh) ...
Christie:
Um, one, just about, you personally, real quick, a
couple questions. Um, when were you born? Just information that we
want people to know (Okay.) who they're talking.
Polly: Okay. I was born February the 11th, 1933. And I was born in
Kentucky.
Christie:

When did you come to Huntington?

Polly:
I came to Huntington, let's see, I came to Huntington in
uh, early '50s, '50s, maybe 2, 3, 2, 1, about '51. And uh, I went,
I got the job at Owens. As I said I tried in '53, but I couldn't
get, I didn't get it, I didn't go to work until January '54. And
uh, and so then I, in fact, uh, me and Don has lived in this
neighborhood for '31 years. (Really?) So uh, but uh, I, I spent
two, well, two-thirds of my life, I retired when I was 60, went
there when I was a little less than 21. I'd a been 21 in February
of '54. (Right.) And that's why I had to get the work permit. And
.uh, (That's a neat story. laugh) but they was ... And you know now I
tell some of the other girls, they say, "Well, Polly, I can't
remember that part." I said I can remember that. I told my husband
not long ago, I can remember that as if it was yesterday. (laugh)
I remember one of the ladies that already worked at Owens was ... a
lot of people rode the bus back then. And I remember one of the
ladies that worked over there was riding the bus back down to work
as I came back from 20th Street, and I had walked over to 3rd
Avenue to get the bus from the Board of Education there at 20th
Street. And I walked over there, and I can still remember what kind
of shoes she had on. Because we had to wear certain shoes. (Oh.)
See, we had to wear shoes that we wouldn't get cut ... (Right.) ... and
we wouldn't get our feet hurt. So uh, so we had to wear uh, now, I,
they wore uniforms before I went there.
Christie:

You didn't, you didn't ever have to wear a uniform?

Polly:
No. No. Uh, that was in the '40s. They w-, they wore
uniforms. Now, by the time I went there, see, ladies wasn't wearing
slacks back in the '40s, I guess as much as they were later on. And
some of them, I guess, that worked in uh, um, when their husbands
was in service, and they worked in uh, maybe airplane factories and
things, I think started wearing some slacks then. (Okay.) But uh,
like in World War II, but uh, I, I was so young then that uh, that
it kind of hard for me to remember. But uh, I can remember when I
went there, a lot of the ladies didn't wear slacks over at Owens.
They wore dresses. (Hmm.) And uh, but we had to wear uh, and I
guess that was probably the ones had wore uniforms, and they were
kind of used to wearing dresses, you know. But we had to wear
certain kinds of shoes, and later on, when so many people started
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wearing real good tennis shoes, they would let us wear tennis
shoes. But there for years, they wouldn't let us wear tennis shoes.
(Huh.) We had to wear a lace-up shoe, and uh, I mean, really if we
were smart, they wouldn't had to made us wear a lace-up shoe. We
would have known to. But then they said if it covered your foot, so
a lot ta women would still wear the loafers and stuff where it
didn't give them any support. (Yeah.) And ... (It'd be really hard on
your feet.) Hard on your legs. (And your legs.) So we did. We had
to wear certain shoes. And uh, and then we had to wear glasses.
Everybody had to wear glasses. And you had, supposed to have a side
shield on them. Now they didn't enforce that for years either. But
I wore glasses uh, since I was a little kid. I just had the R-K
surgery done. Have you heard about the R-K surgery? (No. Huh-uh.)
R-K surgery is for people that's near-sighted. They can operate on
your eyes and you don't have to wear glasses.
Christie:

Wow. I haven't ... When did you have that done?

Polly: Uh, well, uh, on account of, you got the recorder on. On
account of my age ... I don't care about my age. I was kidding. On
account of my age, he's having to do mine more than once. In other
words, he's having to enhance my ... (I see.) ... because of my age.
Because it's for people that's near-sighted, but when you get like
a certain age, 40, 45, 50 you need bi-focals. (Right.) Well, if he
makes mine too good too quick, then I'm gonna be far-sighted on
account of my age. (Oh.) So he, he said he was working on mine. He
put it real delicate. He said like working on a sculpture . (laugh)
It's really because I'm getting old. That's all. (Oh.)
Christie:
Polly:

That's amazing though. I didn't know that existed.

Well, I had my first one done April the 5th of this year.

Christie:

And can you tell?

Polly: Oh yes. I couldn't see, I hadn't, I couldn't see out to the
porch, you know, without glasses. (Uh-huh.) And uh, I don't have
20/20 yet. And but he's gonna make me 20/20 in one eye and leave
the other one a little bit near-sighted so I won't be far - sighted.
(Yeah.) But ...
Christie:

I'm near-sighted.

Polly: Uh-huh. Well, I tell you, I tell you who's doing it. I'll
give him a boost on the recorder. Dr. Cook there at 13th Street and
3rd Avenue. If you ever decide to have it done, (Huh.) he is good.
He really is. I'd worn glasses, see that was the problem, I almost
didn't get a job. (Right. ) With your glasses, you probably see
20/20, don't you? ·(Mmm-hmm.) But without them, you don't. (Right.)
Well, when I tried to explain to this doctor that, you know, I
could see 20/20 with my glasses. Why are you checking me without
them? Because I tell you I can't see without them. He kept saying,
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"Check her eyes without her glasses." I never will forget that.
That sticks in my mind so vivid. And, and him crippled. And him
crippled, and he was, he was going to uh, limit me to having a job
discriminate me because I had bad eyes. I, you know. (laugh) That's
hard to believe. It's hard to believe. (Yeah.) Here's you something
else. This is always "The Best Always Come in cla-, Glass" little
pin. And I rather it would be in you all's library than me keep it.
Here's the O-I quality comes first. (Oh. How nice.) And uh, ...
Christie:
They constantly were
yeah.) ... like these ... (Well,) ... to
support the workers?

making different pins ... (Oh
promote the company and to

Polly:
Uh- huh, yes. Yes, see, I, I helped in the Big Team uh, a
lot back in the '80s and, and the energy, and the Big Team got
involved in a lot of things. And uh, the girls that worked day
shift, as I said, really had more time to do it because they had
Saturdays off. (Right.) And a lotta things we did on Saturdays, you
know. And uh, so we would have different uh, pins, and uh, they
used to give out T- shirts and jackets and you know, I've got
jackets and I've got a box of T-shirts that have different slogans
on it, you know. And they'd uh, and just like I wanted to mention
again, the mu-, the real pretty mug that I gave you, that was for
our safety thing. (Oh. Right.) And uh, we won the safety award that
year. And uh, they had a real good committee, safety committee.
And, and we got, if you, we didn't have an accident in your
department or for whatever, for a certain length of time, they
would give uh, out T-shirts or if it was jackets, they like would
draw out names or something, you know. (Wow.) And ...
Christie:

Something to keep up morale kind of too.

Polly:
Uh-huh. Oh, we used to have a great factory. We
really ... Now when I
first went there,
there was too much
discrimination.
But
we
didn't
realize
we
had
that
much
discrimination at that time because that was life. You know, that
was life. And that was the way we were brought up. But finally,
somebody says, "Hey, this is not fair," you know. Well, then
naturally, the men thought it wasn't fair to them because they had
been doing the job, you know. (Right.) But uh, uh, when I was a
kid, women had no rights. I mean, there was no such thing as
rights. You think there was any kind of birth control? [laugh] They
didn't even have that when I had my children. They was just
experimenting on that when I had my children, so you know what my
parents, you know. And so we thought that's the way life was. It
was a man's world. Let's face it. It used to be a man's world. We
have come a long way. (Yeah.) We've come a long way. But um, but
really, my children, I wanted to say this. My two children used to
say, "Mom, you really enjoy your job." I'd say, "Yes, I do." I-,
it's hard and uh, I know I have to go to work and leave you all,
but I'd say me and my husband was lucky that they let us work
different shifts because we didn't have a babysitter. Oh, and one
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very important thing I want to say and I didn't. They would even
let you not work on Sundays if you, if you was a Christian and you
wanted to attend church. Or if you went to church on Saturdays.
(Wow.) Now uh, when I was on the shift, I didn't get a full week's
work in, but back in '77, um, I, I was, I was a Christian, still
am . And uh, but I went to church like when I could. You know, like
if I was on 3- 11, I'd go Sunday morning. And if I was on day shift,
I'd go Sunday night. Well, I had uh, children too. And it was so
hard. So finally in '77, my husband said, you can, he was working
day shift, he said, you can take your Sundays off. You know, we can
afford for you to take your Sundays off. And uh, so uh, I got a
letter from my minister saying that I attended. Now wasn't that a
nice thing for the company to do? (Yeah.) You would bring in a
letter from your minister and you could take Sundays off . (That's
wonderful.) I mean, you know, ... (That must have meant a lot to a
lot of people there.) ... Oh it did. We really, you know, as I said,
when I first went there, there was so much discrimination. But we
didn't, for a long time, we just didn't know any different, you
know. 'Cause that was just the way we was brought up. And uh, and
then uh, we had a lot of, of good years there too. And then I would
say, the last, my husband retired in '89, and seemed like after we
merged with Brockway, that's when things uh, ... As I said, our first
big lay- off come 1980, and that kindly discouraged us 'cause that
cut us down, you know, to three uh, tanks where we had five .
(Right.) And uh, but then when we uh, KKR bought us out in '86 I'm
pretty sure, and then in '88 they merged with uh, uh, Brockway . It
was kind of like uh, and the economy, of course, the economy had a
lot to do with it. Kind of like we just went down after that . (Mmmhmm.) And so um, I did not enjoy working the last couple years that
I worked. Um, not that I didn't like the people 'cause it was one
of the hardest things I ever did was to retire. I just couldn't
hardly ... (laugh) ... I just couldn't hardly do it . I really couldn't.
Now my husband had no trouble at all retiring.
Christie:

He was just tired of working there.

Polly:
Yes. And uh, he, he just uh, and, and his back bothered
him . And uh, he had no trouble at all retiring. I, I like to never
turned loose. In fact, after I retired the first of June, I was
over there to have lunch with my friends at least every two weeks.
Every week or every two weeks 'cause it was a hop and a skip and a
jump over there. And uh, I was over there the day before they got
their notice, and after they got their notice, I couldn't go in for
six weeks before I could stand to go in. (Oh.) And I went in twice
before they finished closing just to say good-bye. But I, I just,
for six weeks there, I just could not stand to go in. So uh, even
though ... (It must have been hard for them to even go in when they
found out that ... ) ... Sure it was. ( ... it was closing, and then they
had to still go to work every day.) A lot of them ... Well, I, I
really lost out on some severance pay by not staying 'til the end
of the year, but I didn't really lose either because I'll tell you
why. It'd been so hard on my nerves to go over there the last, you
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know, the last uh, well, they didn't work the full uh, three
months. They just paid them for the end of December. But to go over
there, now I could have gotten mine, but there was so many of my
friends that couldn't because they're not old enough. (Right.) You
know, and, and now the company did not break the contract. They did
what the contract said. But people did not read their contracts.
They didn't know what to expect. I used to tell them, I used to
tell them, uh, now this is what the contract says and this is what
will happen if the factory goes down. But you know, we had heard
that for so many years that I don't think any of us really, up
until the end, really believed it. Because even in June, the first
of June, in May, we went to a meeting, and that plant manager said,
he said and I quote, he said, "If you all are waiting to retire to
get your severance pay, this factory is not going down." That was
in May. He said 'cause we're gonna be the best six-machine uh,
factory Owens has. Th~t we can be. And that was in May, so I went
ahead and retired, you know, and I'm not sorry of it because as I
said, um, I lost out on money, and uh, I lost out on six months
free insurance. And I lost out on drawing the difference in your
pension and your unemployment. But really as far as health-wise,
I'm, I'm not sorry that I did it. But it, it did take me a long
time to really make up my mind. But uh, they was just, it wasn't no
fun there the last uh, I'd say the last two or three years was
really no fun because uh, I, it was kindly of a dread to go in
there because I, I don't care what we done, it didn't please them.
[ laugh J And then after a while, people won't do. (Right. ) And
people got discouraged, and people were doing things they shouldn't
do because they were discouraged. You can't discourage a bunch of
people and not expect them to rebel. (Right.) 'Cause they will. You
know.
Christie:
Polly:

Well, um, ...

Christie:
Polly:

Well, thank you so much.

Let me turn this thing off.

Yeah, I, I tried to find ...

END OF INTERVIEW
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